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Abel, who, in order to determine this question, made use of the 
opportunity to tcst the relative value of gunpowder, gun-cotton and 
dynamite, in driving a railway tunnel through limestone rock, the con- 
ditions of their employment being (as near as such a thing is possible 
in practice) equal for the three explosives tested. 

The results of the comparative trials are stated as follows : 
In one week the tunnel was driven eight yards with gunpowder, 

fourteen yards with gun-cotton and fifteen yards with dynamite, the 
weight of the explosives employed being--of gunpowder 756 pounds, 
of gun-cotton 169 pounds and of dynamite 165 pounds. The num- 
ber of blast.holes per yard was4gunpowder 31, gun-cotton 18 anct 
dynamite 17, and the cost was--gunpowder $142, gun-cotton $83 anct 
dynamite $77. 

In commenting upon these results, so favorable for the dynamite, 
several of our scientific contemporaries express themselves with some 
severity in regard to the shortsightedness of the legislation by which 
the manufacture, sale and transportation of this material is sur- 
rounded; since it has proven itself to be, in practice at least, as safe 
as gun-cotton, and considerably more efficient as an explosive. 

A N e w  E x p e r i m e n t . - - M r .  Elihu Thompson has made the ob- 
servation that tin-foil, if .wrapped about a few crystals of chlorate of  
potassa, can be made to detonate loudly upon being struck smartly 
with a hammer upon an anvil, or in a mortar. The phenomenon.be- 
ing precisely analogous to the well-known experiment of triturating 
sulphur and the chlorate. To the best of our knowledge, the obser- 
vation that such metals as tin can be oxidized in this way, is a new 
one and worthy of notice. 

Soluble Glass in the Art s . - -The  employment of this substance 
in the arts is rapidly extending, and it has become indispensable inL 
many industrial branches. It seems to be specially well adapted t~ 
the production of cements. When intimately mixed with fine chalk, 
it is found that a hard cement will be formed in from six to eight 
hours. With powdered sulphide of antimony, a black mass is pro" 
duced which is susceptible of taking a high polish, and possesses then 
a superb metallic lustre. Fine iron dust gives a grey-black mass of  
great hardness. Zinc dust gives a grey mass of much hardness, and 
having a metallic lustre. Zinc castings can be readily repaired by 
its aid. 


